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, ' urnl Eccnornics Library -- -----~---,-

This pa.pP..r will draw on~ years of experience with the vibrld Food 

and Nutrition Study (WFNS) of the National Acaderey of Sciences. I will give 

you a bit of ba.ckground al::out that study, but my ccmnents will not be 

restricte.::1 to it. Pr.inarily I will defjne a professional issue -- r>.arnely 

that we as a profession lack a meaningful and e..xciting research agenda for 

our role in tackling w:>rld food and nutrition problems. Morc-0ver, we are 

failing effectively to conmunicate both our skills and our needs. I am not 

discussing a new topic 1 e.g. , Farrell did a nost scholarly pa.per on many of 

these issues in his AAFA presidential address. Certainly the paper given here 

by Maurice Kelso will be a classic in our literature. My contribution lies 

esr,ecially in the chance to discuss a case study which involved substantial 

input fran our profession. I will be optimistic al::out our profession and 

al::out t..'1-ie potential quality of life for rrost peoples -worldwide. 

THE WORI.D FOOD AND NUTR.l"TION STODY 

This study was originated by a request frcm Presi_dent Ford in Decariber 

1974 follo..;rirY:J the World Food Conference in Rane. He aske:1 the National 

Academy of Sciences to assist in a "rrajor effort to lessen the grim prosp:.:ct 

that future generations of r,eoples around the ~rld will be confronted with 

chronic shortages of food a,.,d with the debilitating effects of malnutrition." 
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The issue specifically focused on how the United States scientific carmunity 

could give leadership. 

We interacted with about 1,500 of the outstarrling focd, nutrition and 

related scientists in the United States and throughout the v.0rld. The study 

was organized around: 12 teams of experts covering the various subject 

matter areas; tv.O "blue sky" teams to look at the unusual possibilities (one, 

primarily of physical sciences emphasized supply and one pr.im3.rily of 

social sciences emphasized consumption) ; one team to look at organizational 

changes; and one overall team to excercise sane priority assessrrent of the 

research proposals of the other teams. The teams had ooth general and 

applied scientists. Two hundred and one people served directly on our study 

teams with 80 of those being social scientists, predcminantly agricultural 

econanists. The social scientists were diffused throughout the teams. Often 

they were l.imited to specific subject matter. To some extent, we may have 

taken thEJU for granted an::l probably they were not given as much attention as 

were the others. This was particularly true with regard to defining their 

CMn specialized areas of research. A steering carmittee, several of whan 

were social scientists, gave overall supervision to the study. The dani

nant professional backgrourrl of the staff was social science. 

The team members were asked detailed versions of three questions. 

First, they were asked to delineate areas of research which their talents 

could address to alleviate constraints on availability of focd and nutrition 

v.0rldwide. The idea was to tackle ooth frontiers of science -- external 

and internal (Weisskopf, p. 406, 1977). They were to avoid giving us a 

shopping list, but rather selected priorities which were head and shoulders 

above others they might list. Second, they were asked to evaluate the effects 
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expected fran this research, particularly in giving U.S. leadership t.o 

aid in oolving the global problan (Arrrlt and Ruttan, 1955). Third, they 

\\ere asked t.o lay out the institutional, financial and policy considerations 

relevant in getting the job done. They were not constrained by resource 

limitations, but they were exr:ected t.o justify their choices. Most teams 

came up with a rather short, substantiated, and well defined list of prior

ites. 

The study has resulted in n-.u reports prepared by the steering can

mittee -- an interim report (NAS, 1975b), [accompanied by a special NAS study 

on U.S. research priorities, (NAS, 1975a)]t.o President Ford and a recent 

·. -final report to President .. carter,.JNAS, 1977) •.. These are.being followed by. 

five nore volumes containing the specific reports to the steering ccmnittee 

by individual teams, and including a social science volume. The two 

reports to the White House have been made public; the others will be soon. 

I.et me ma.ke tw:), probably unnecessary, caveats. These refer to an 

editorial technique that I will use, but v-Duld avoid if I knew hCM. That 

technique involves canparison of social scientists with their counterparts. 

First, no attempt is ma.de t.o dawngrade social scientists -- they canpare 

favorably by traditional peer evaluation techniques regarding knowledge 

of subject matter and rrethcd. Second, no attanpt is made t.o show disappoint

irent with any social scientists who 'WOrked with us -- they represented their 

disciplines effectively arrl accurately. All comparisons are made t.o suggest 

tangible things we might observe and possibly emulate. Suggestions for 

improving our discipline do not deal primarily with professional stature; 

they deal mainly with the m:x:lus operendi by which we can rrore effectively 
1/ 

· help tackle the globa.l problans of hunger and malnutrition.-, 
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'IHERE IS SCME ~ 

If you sense sare urgency in my ccmrents, that is intended, 

The age of complacency for our profession is gone. We talk about 

our professional direction at every AAFA rreeting. For the most part we 
2/ 

cc.ma out saying, "'lbmorrow we must get organized!"- 'l'hat is not good for 

morale. Compared to other scientists in the WFNS, we seemed to lack in 

pride and scientific camaraderie; our frustration level was higher; am. 

our satisfaction level lower. 

our potential errphasizes the urgency. The scientific cc:nmunity in 

general has been subjected to a catharsis. Scarcity, human rights, social 

justice and challenges to the scientific rnethcx:1 itself have laid clean sane 

broad opportunities for research skills. The problans are complicated. But 

we have a comparative advantage for many of them. v-.e are deal.in<; with inter

science, inter-politics am. international issues, particularly involving 

resources, food, am. policy making. Farrell (p.786) says" ••• it is increasingly 

difficult - if not impossible -- to analyze and understand agriculture and 

related public policies except as an integral part of national and world 

econanic, social, and political systems." Warley (p.820) indicates the 

point forcefully saying, "foreign econanic policy is ncrw the core of foreign 

policy." 

A profound and effective paper by Emery N. Castle, "Renewable 

Resource Management: Meeting vbr ld Requirements for Food and F i.ber, 11 has done 

much to stimulate r:e -- both by its forthright evaluation of our past contrjbu-

tions and by its definition of an important new direction for us. I listen 

when Emery Castle concludes on the realities of adapting to technological 

change as follows":"' "Obviously, socfril adaptations are rteede1 on a global · .. ·.~: .. ._.:_, ... 
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basis to these realities. Social adaptations arrl social c,-ontrol mechanisms 

are need.Erl to cause individual behavior to be consistent with social 

objectives. These mechanisms have been nodifierl indirectly by natural 

science through the widespread adaptation of technology and they have occur

:ted. as a result of social experimentation and learning, stemming fran technical 

change. They have not been changerl to any significant extent, I believe, 

because of knowlerlge advance in the social and behavioral sciences although 

Adam Snith, Karl Marx and J.M. Keynes might be cited to the contrary." 

such is his dire evaluation. But as usual castle does not leave us 

there. He goes on to offer S01re new direction: 

"Let us assurre that the research succeeds in doing what the scientists 

say it holds the prospect for doing. • • • • The question then becanes - how 

will this be viewed by the millions arourrl the v-X:>rld who make the crucial 

decisions on family size, education, humm health, production, harvesting, 

and distribution? Will it be viewed as a peiinanent expansion of the opport

unity for even greater r:opulations and even greater consumption of material 

'things'? Or, will the increased output carry with it appropriate incentives 

for future adjustrrents? 

Arna.jar re-orientation of research, primarily but oot exclusively, 

social and l:ehavioral in nature, is recamended. Such a re-orientation 

· · :neerl not be highly expensive, as compared to natural science research efforts •••• 

At the present time much of the social and behavioral science research 

and technical assistance is of a narrow scope on production and problems 

within the developing countries ••.•••••••• 

• • • • • • • wants, desires,· and hence, consumption, are largely 'givens' 
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rather than variables to be explained in many social science investigations. 

'lhl.s needs to change (castle, 1977). 11 A sociologist, Philip Olson, recently 

gave a paper in which he surveyed recent sociology literature errphasizing 

these same ideas (Olson, 1977). Kelso also gave this emphasis. 

THE CURRENT SI'IUATION 

Let me sketch sane characteristics of the current situation of 

importance for our current issue. Sane are findings of the 'WFNS; some are 

mt. 

Food and nutrition are much in the limelight. Energy is the spectre 

of weakness of the corrrrercial world, but hunger is the spectre of the poor, 

and that is rrost of th~ '¼Drld (International Furrl Policy Research Institute, 

pp .1-4 , 1977) • U.S. policy has put food to the front starting especially 

with'the China-Russian canpromises. This policy is urrler severe test as we 

all know, but that is the policy. Terms of trade and population trends 

portend an emphasis on food. This is not so much to say that huncJer and 

malnutrition are IIDre urgent than in the past. The difference lies in the 

fact that for the first tirre in history, we have a good chance to do sanething 

about hunger and malnutrition and both the Third vorld and we know that. 

warley (p.825) speaks of the "The success of the developing countries in 

shifting the subject of poverty £ran the periphrey of v.0rld affairs to the 

center." Also, the newer emphasis on the adverse effects of poor diets on 

health have added concern (U.S. Congress, pp28-46, 1973). 

A cohesiveness of concern about this problan has evolved v;orldwide. 

We all know about the Rome World Food Conference of 1974 and the follow-up 

conferences. Most major countries have programs of research and assistance 
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(Cordaro, p. 5, 1977) . In the WFNS, we fourrl sincere concern and evolving 

ccmnitrcent worldwide to do scnething about this problem. This ebbs and tides, 

but it has solidified an:::!. has a permanence. 

The basic conclusion of the WF'NS was one of scientific an::i technologi

cal optimism. The concensus of the scientists was that they could meet the 

challenge laid out by President Ford if other members of society handled their 

p:u::t effectively. They particularly were concerned that the political and 

.social problGTIS be handled; othei:wise they laid no bets on the chances of 

success. Wharton in his paper at the w:>rld Focx:1 Conference at Arres had 

held that this was his view also, (wnarton, 1976). others echo the same 

thing. 

Probably the rrost inrovative and substantive contribution of our study 

was the couching of this problen in much broader terms than usual. The study 

discusses the political will of the poorer countries, joint programs with 

scientists vJOrldwide, an:::!. social science research with special enphasis on 

J;X)Verty an::i the n~iad of debilitating effects v,iuch J?OVerty and hunger 

have on people. This is much rrore than the second-third-an:::!. fourth-generation 

problans of technical advance. This broader orientation does nothing to play 

down the i.rrq;ortance of technology. It merely reorients it in a broader 

fonnulation. The press has errphazised this difference, an:::!. the reaction has 

been favorable. It is consistent with the current mood. President Carter 
.- .-.,- ..... : .... · .•. •· . • • • . • .• ·.,•. ·• • •• :. : ... •, •• : .. : .. ·• :~ •• :- ,, , • • •• t ; .• ,• • •• 

in his special address vX:lrldwide on inauguration day. highlighted hunger and 

]?OVerty in his human rights pledge (overseas Develoµnent Council, p.viii, 

1977). 

: •. ; ~· .. · .. ;__ .. •·· 
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In the WFNS, the need for priority asses!:nent in research cane 

through clearly. The public is tira:1 of hearing scientists rrerely asking 

for rrore rroney. They want convincing arguments fran scientists as to what 

taxpayers can expect if resources are given to the scientists. This study 

probably consolidated the largest consensus judgment ever by scientists to 

justify their existence. But methcx:1ologically, the scientists dffl'Onstrata:1 

to us time and t:i.ne again that unless you discipline than and force priorities, 

they simply will not make these choices. 

A healthy respect was derronstrata:1 for agricultural research by the 

general scientists and r:oicy makers. Also, a health optimism about the 

d;~ti~ti~~~- -~ :~- ~d~- by. -,~iai --~ientists ~~----~vid~t. :· · 'Thi~· ~~~-:-~P~~ ·· 

as contrasted to outright respect. M::>st general scientists did not doubt that 

social scientists could do the job. The applied co-v.Drkers (prlltlarily fran 

the USDA-Larrl Grant canplex) of the social scientists were doubtful but 

mainly supr:ortive. The attitude was basically one of "v.ra.it and see." 

There will be increasa:1 scientific thrust, (National Science Board 

1976). We recarmerrled 20 ~rcent increase in real tenns IBmediately and 10 

percent per year increase the next four years. Several factors add strength 

and m::mentum for focx:1 and nutrition research. General scientists can get 

research funds out of the broad public·concern budgets, e.g., space, health, 

energy and environment. And they will do so, often by incorr:orating the 

focx:1 and hunger problan into their research pror:osals. The agricultural 

scientists have gained respect (e.g. for the upgrading of personnel and for 

the way scientific knowledge has helpa:1 fanners handle the corn blight 

problem, to adjust to recent weather changes, and to make an irorx>rtant impact 

on foreign trade and the level of focx:1 prices). Science maturity in this 

.. ~ .. )· ·.·•·. •-
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country is recognized. An important scientific international neU\Ork is 

evolving, frcrn the international centers to a graving camumity of science. 

The role of the universities in research may ~11 increase. The Ti tie 

XII Program formalizes the r:otential in the "-Drld food and nutrition areas, 

but the story is broader. The universities need the rroney, arrl research 

funds are probably their rcost attractive r:otential source for increases. 

Also, sane evidence shows that the private sector anphasis on research may be 

declining; the public ma.y need to pick up that slack. 

Having said all this, I DCM must say that the case put forth for 

social science research in the research in the WF1-JS was not exciting to the 

... other scientists, the staff, a.rd the steerµig ccmnittee. (TabJ,.e 1). The . ' . . . . . .·•-, . , . · .. ' ',· ·-_; ··' . ,,-- .. ,· ....... . 

proposed research on national focxl policies and organizations gave the 

impression of a massive, and possibly an impossible, undertaking. The need 

and importance of it were accepted, but counterpart scientists e},.'Pressed 

concern about its acceptance by the policy makers, and openly admitted 

failure to understand what was to be done. They understood the trade policy 

research better, and the food reserve research was well received. 

The :rranaganent work had support but mainly as service to a host of 

other people. This was true of the benefit-cost work as well. Moreover, 

the benefit-cost work was often thought of as sanething to be done ex post 

· facto. The \1.Qrk on infonration systems was an exception .,-- the proposed 

infonnation management ¼Drk was substantive. Also that inter-disciplinary 

report itself was strong. I did not include it in Table 1 as.being specifically 

social science in orientation. 

The marketing and food science work did not impress many as being 

sc1entific or important; ammainlywas considerErl only.as an extension of 

prcduction. 



Ti.lble l. fJ.::.:Lrn,K.:.nJcd ~;uciill scicno .. ! rcscu.1.-cl1 priorities, ht>rld H.x.xl .::in.cl Nutrition Sludy, 
National Academy of Sciences, 1977 

Prioritj[_ area 

I. Policies and 
organizations 

A. National food 
FOlicies and 
organizations 

B. Trade FOlicy 

c. Food reserves 

II. Managerrent 

A. Fann produc
tion systems 

Nature of research effort 

Irrprove policies and organizations 
affecting food prcrluction, distri
bution, and nutrition in develop
ing countries: _ 
1) hurran perfonnance in food 

systems; 
2) conparative stu::lies to iden

tify transferable improven:ent 
factors (decentralization, 
local participation, staff de
velop-rent) ; 

3) interactions of inccme distri
bution with food prcrluction 
and nutrition; 

4) methodology of sector analysis 

Irrg;lrove effects of trade policy on 
food production and nutrition: 
1) studies on effects of trade 

liberalization; 
2) consequences of international 

management of trade; 
3) optimum trading patterns 

Irrg;lrove role of reserves in rela
tion to other measures for stabi
lizing focrl supplies: 
1) improving developing country 

focrl reserve practices; 
2) identifying improved mixes of 

reserves and other measures 
to stabilize food supply 

Irrg;lrove production systems, parti
cularly for small fanns in deve
loping countries: 
1) rrethcrlology for identifying 

~~~~~~~;~+o ~~Yffl;nN ~V~+.PJTL~! 

Major effects Sources of support 

Early results in improving AID, NSF, USDA 
effectiveness of policies 
and organizations relating 
to food systems and orient-
ing selection and imple-
mentation of other biolo-
gical and physical research; 
give farrrers incentives for 
production and provide prices 
that will give rrore effec-
tive distribution 

Early effects on orientat
ing country food policies 
for balance between own 
prcrluction and reliance 
on trade; improve diets, 
inoorres, and national eco
nomic performance 

Relieve hunger and malnu
trition due to prcrluction 
instability 

Realize potential for b..o 
to four times present pro
duction in humid tropics; 
rrore rrodest increases 
~- ,1 semiarid tropics 

USDA, AID, State, 
DCX: 

AID, USDA 

AID, USDA, EPA, 
ERDA 

\0 
Pl 



Table 1. (Continued) 

Priority area 

B. !vl..anagerrent 
services to 
other groups 

C. Benefit-cost 
analysis 

III. Marketing 

A. Market 
expansion 

N. Nutrition 

A. Policies 
affecting 
nutrition 

Nature of research effort Major effects 

· 2) multiple cropping; 
3) soil and water management; 
4) equipnent-labor relationships 

Improve the functioning of 
areas by giving managane..~t 
1) pest manage.rnc..J1t · 
2) tropical soils 
3) ~rater and irrigation 

tecl1..11ical Much more efficient use of 
services: resources in many other 

special areas and when in
terdisciplinary effort is 
needed 

4) aquatic syste.rns 
5) weather and climate variation 
6) infonnation systerrs 
7) food losses 
Assess the expected returns fran 
other prcgra'TIS: . 
1) Chemical fertilizers·· 
2) Anllnal diseases 

Extend market scope for consumers 
and farmers in developing coun
tries: 
1) enhancing purchasing power; 
2) transpcrtation; 
3) marketing institutions; 
4) managing marketing flows of 

major corrrnodities 

Improve effects of full range of 
government pclicies: 
1) effects on nutrition of po

licies and practices usually 
forrrulated with no consider
ation of pcssible nutritional 
consequences 

Orientation of programs 
of research and use for 
these two areas 

Stimulate production arrl 
consurrption arrl cut food 
losses. 

Nutritional .improvement 
in short run; in long run 
dietary changes may bene
fit health and life expec~ 
tancy of large population 
segments in United States
and developing countries 

Sources of s~rt 

AID, USDA, NASA 

AID I TVA, USDA, 
NSF 

AID, USDA 

NIH, NSF, USDA, . 
AID 

~ 
tr 
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The nutrition policy makers expressed interest in the social science 

input, but they viewed a rather narrow rcill:Je of social scientists as being 

helpful. 

This may be an unnecessarily pessimistic view. It may put too much 

anphais on the attitude of the counterpart scientists, the staff and the 

steering ccmnittee as proxies for the scientific ccmnunity and the policy 

makers. Yet one has to be honest - the agenda failed to llil}?ress these 

groups relative to the support they gave other areas. 

The social science proposals put forth \-.,ere from several sources. The 

study team reports usually were fran teams which had two social scientists 

arrong possibly a dozen or rrore counterpart scientists. Several teams were 

predominantly social scientists, but often their ¼Ork was circumscribed, 

e.g., to research needs on :rrethodology, trade, infornation syste:ns, or food 

availability. Various conferences on social science input ·were held with 

public and private g~roups arrl individuals. Much staff and steering camri.ttee 

effort was devoted to the subject. The basic problem 'iJa.S not that we did 

not have good ideas, and many of them. The problem was lack of a well defined., 

finite set of priorities which were urrlerstood by, and e..."'{cited others. 

PROFESSIONAL JNPLICATIONS 

The study design and organization way well have put the social scientists 

at a disadvantage. Yet, concern about our professional orientation is not 

limited to this study or to me. Thus, what can we learn? 

Six things about the posture of social scientists stan:1 out. All 

six made the job of the social scientists in the WFNS nore difficult. 
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First, their professional opinions were nore varied than those of their 

counterparts. They spent ITnlch nore tirre agruing arrong thernsel ves, particu

larly with regard to what constituted their rrost miportant research or_:,portuni

ties. They had rrore difficulty in canprcrnising for their comron good. 

Interestingly, the rrost outspoken critics of the social science input were 

other social scientists. This was not generally true in the other fields. 

Diversity of thought is a cornerstone for scientific goals and objectivity, 

but can be overdone. We may have outgrown the need to "discuss" everything 

to death. For example, several of us have long thought the .inordinant use 

of discussants at this meeting is an anachronism. 

Secorid, the scope of the subject natter, and probably method, spanned 

by social scientists was wider than that of their counterparts. The other 

scientists were thro.vn off guard by the lack of specialization of the social 

scientists and the quickness with which the social scientists would claim 

their proficiency and the feasibility to research so many areas. Ronald 

Freedman, a menber of the WFNS Steering Ccmrnittee, surrmarized this feeling: 

"The research agerida is so broad and sweeping that, if it could be successfully 

attacked, the social scientists would have made nore progress than in the 

whole last century." He showed his social science background (derrographer), 

going on to say "it is; perhaps, inevitable that an honest view should. give 

such an impression, because the areas are all miportant arid the social science 

knowldege that is reliable is rreager in rrost of the major areas." The fact 

is that our study asked specifically for priority reccmrendations, the best-foot

forward, of the social scientists. Relatively, this came ITn.lch, much harder 

for the social scientists than it did for their counterparts. 
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Third, the social scientists are understaffed and pcx:>rly resourced. 

The other scientists often asked whether or not the social scientists had a 

"critical mass." The counterpart scientists were serious in saying what they 

could do, but they were just as serious in saying what it would cost and how 

many nore scientists would need to be trained if society expected them to 

do the job. The social scientists seered to be willing to take on things 

much nore quickly, and dollar and man1:ower costs were often an afterthought. 

Fourth, social scientists do not delineate well between their service 

role and their specialty c::arrpetence. Their versatility causes confusion about 

the role that is expected of them by both other scientists and policy makers • 
. ' .. ·· .. ·: 

Also· it probably relaxes the priority·assessment pressure on·themwhen they 

are deciding what they can do specifically on their own. Social scientists 

have a pride about their interdisciplinary carpetence. The WFNS organization 

put emphasis on interdisciplinary ~,.ork; this made it difficult for the special

ized canpetence areas to evolve. The problem is inherent in our profession. 

The service demands are imrense and they are competitive with other things. 

We rrru.st do sarething to delineate the service role, decide how we can handle 

it, and articulate our professional policy about it to others. Confusion on 

this point clouds our respectability. Glenn Johnson has proposed his troika 

of (1) problem-solving research, (2) subject matter research, and (3) discipli-

nary research. This is a start. OUr key social science study team sorted their 
. . . . . 

· ... ·. · ....... · ..... : . . ~. . 

recamendations along this line, but it has not sold too well. 

notion deserves consideration. 

But this 

Fifth, social scientists were nore resistant than their counterparts 

in trying to estimate the impacts of their work. This may have been a nore 
- . . . . . 

difficult role for them, or they ma.y be nore kn<:Mledgeable about the pitfalls 

,, 
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in such activities . But tb.e w"FNS is 1.1n.iqu: in the degree to which scie.11.tists 

d.id atterrpt to justify their existence. So far, policy makers and nmd.i.:.--ig 

agencies are irrpressed with th.is aspect. 

Sixth, social scientists had rrore trouble ccmm.micat.ing wit.11 their 

counterparts than the others d.id arrong themselves. This probably could bave 

l:leen exi;:ected. But it caused at least two problems. It tended to be used 

as an excuse for not ironing out mutual scientific notions between social 

scientists and the others. Also, it resulted in the burden of camtU!'..icating 

l:::e.ing placed upon the social scie.11tists. Tr.e counterpa..rt scientists has the 

social scientists on the defensive, e.g. , t.:.11ey would ask, "hew do you research 

an institution -- any.,1ay, w"fl.at is an institution - a fa_-rm, a court of law, a 

family, a rra..rriage?" By then t.1--ie social scientist was frustrated, if r.ot mute. 

Thus we are tco opinionated, tco broad, tco poor, tco overw:::,rked by 

others , too cautious, and too hard to understand! In addition, t.11.ere were 

tirres ·,..ne.11. I t.11ought t..~e agricul t:.rral econanists must l:::e professional orphans. 

The farr~ly disciplines for rrost counterpart scientists were the basis for t.'1.eir 

underpi."".ning and often the stiI:n.11.ant for their pragrriatism. Kelso de.m:JnstraLed 

hew essential th.is is. This proble.111 carre to rre EJa.nY ti.Tes when counte_-rpa.rt 

scientists asked re or ot.:.1ier social scientists what we considered to be our 

basic researc..11 needs , and so rriany tirres we Irn.Jirbled a nonanswer. I w"ODC.er if 

the general economics profession is pushing us bard e.11.ough - but that is the 

basis for another pap:r. 
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THE OPPOR'IUNITY 

M;y enthusiasm for the :EX)tential of social science overshadavs my 

concerns about .the WFNS problens and my rationalization for them. 

The tine has DCM care for sorre.one to lay out the research agenda! So, 

I will list eight areas. Unfortunately (or fortunately) their discussion 

must be brief. 

This list may verify my own inability to avoid the generic dilemna -

so many exciting things for us to do and so little willp::,wer to say "no!" 

But the list attempts to use the experience of the last tv;o years; the 

thought, w::>rk and frustration of my many colleagues who struggled with 
. . 

this subject; the broad picture of what other scientists are doing; my 

ihability to explainrey professional colleges to many others who wanted to 

sup:EX)rt us; and Il1Y attempt to select research tl1at could be additive and 

hopefully holistic. 

Allow me to return a narent to Castle's new direction. He said 

"Examples of the kind of research issues I believe should be on the agenda 

for high priority examination are: 

a. Investigations which will lead to a better understanding of 

:EX)pulation growth under a vari;ety of c_onditions....... . .. . . . ... 
• • ·:: ••,-.- ·• ::··~ ..... .;.· • ... ~ ·:•_~~ .. i· ._ ... ·.:~ ~ .··:; .:-:.(,: ·,.•:. :.• .t .·: ... ~·· ·::· _ ..... _~:-.... .:.· .--:-.·. ~- .. ·,>: .• .• "i•:.>_·--.-.~--~ :- ... . :••;.~ •. --~:··.--: ., .•. -··1.,._,. .. 1 __ 1··: ••• _ .. ·; :_-.· •. :_:-:~.---··:-.::· .-.•·: 

b. Comparative analysis a:rrong nations and states of adjustments 

to particular resource e.11dowments ••••••• 

c. Investigations which will lead to better understanding of the 

CXXI'q?atibility of systens and organizations with the objectives of the larger 

sociecy ........ . 

. .._ .... ·- .• . . .. 
· · ·These investigations will have : ~ follCMing·• characteristics: 
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1. They are ooncerned with social control nechanisms ••.••• 

2. They will be ooncerned with the linkage arrl the flow of info:rna

tion be~ large systems arrl irrlividual decision makers •.•••••••• 

3. They will oonsti tute a significant change in perspective ••••••• 

they will tend to concentrate on the determinants of consurrption over 

tine •••••••• " (castle, 1977) • 

Resource economists are making important contributions to the fonnu

lation of this type of problem. Castle has an lll1fX)rtant orientation, and 

Kelso has rvw given us an exciting ~rsonal test.inony that intellect, insight, 

hard w0rk and great patience actually can integrate a piece of our integrative 

science. The trick is to avoid Boulding's devil of suboptimization -- a 

there which my managerrent research ~~--. twi~tea.' i~·· ~ . gut much a~ Y-elso Is land 

econanics twisted it in his. 

Meaningful problems in this w0rld food and nutrition characteristically 

are broad. Optimization equiµrent is difficult to construct. Too often an 

important part of the problem is assurred away to fixed constraints - we did 

this with early linear programming fornulations involving the divisibility 

problen on fixed oosts. The paradox of optimization lies in its increasing 

power as the problem is expanded. This is the thrill that rrotivates the 

large-m:x1el optimizer. 

Kelso and castle scare rre as they expand our definition of consumption 

in such problem formulations. 'I'his becorrEs especially troublesare in 'ltX)rld 

food arrl nutrition research with its geographic and time-d.irren.sion variations. 

But I am convinced tlat we· must try. 'We may need the leavening effect of sane 

of the notions of Lindblan' s "muddling through," but v.10 do have a chance of 

· :· surrouraing' these ·massive· problems~ •• .-! • ••• . ~··." -• •' -·~. · .... ·, 
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Now for my list of eight. 

People around tie world need help on policy evaluation. We have 

techniques and tools, such as sector analysis, for such evaluations. Also, 

we have sare urrlerstaming of policy inq:>lications, part of which might help 

others, especially on policy dealing with techoology. Policy evaluation is 

an area of our strength. In our policy evaluation research itself, we need 

work, i.e., nore work on food reserves. We might do sorre methcxl work on the 

potential of business meangerrent planning techniques as a way to assist 

developing country goyernaits to avoid policy by crises. Many other possi

bilities exist. The areas outlined in Table 1 are researchable. We should 

continue to play to our . strength in. this area •. 
. .. . . .... _ ~- .. •. .. . . . ... ~-- .; : ; ' -. : . . ~ . ; : . -~ 

· . ·.··Trade is ·e~~~tial if we are to avoid the temptations so attractive to 

., .; 

t:echnologists··ana others ·to niake evei:y country ·~~lf-~fi~ient~ Inter-regional 

trade research wi. thin countries and arrong groups of closely aligned countries 

is a need. The appropriate emphasis on self-sufficiency is a major proble.'ll 

which we must tackle. Presumably we have the tools to do so. The profession 

has delineated the trade problems sarewhat effectively and their judgrrent is 

reflected in the WFNS. But overall we are not staffed and organized well to 

do an outstanding job on trade. Sare good trade work is being done and I 

am encouraged. But we need critical masses at nore institutions and nore 

collal:x:>rative work with anaiysts abroad, including emphasis on~ traditional 

markets as well as developing canpetition (Krause, 1976). 

Global m::>dels for coordination of production and consumption decisions 

are needed. These are rrore than current world m::>dels. We assessed the world 

nod.el work in selecting the methodology for the h1FNS. These rrodels must be 

strengthened greatly if they are to do the job. 
-~··' .. ~ .• : ·.--~-- •. ; .. -;·. ~--.. -~·-· .. ·:. -: :·.c.~· .. · .. :·-~---· \ ... ·. ·. .. . • .. :: . · .. 

SUch research also ~y gi':'e 
. . . ~: : . . ; . . . ·. . . -: ..... 

the profession an opp:>rtunity to do rrore with the theory of holism. Currently 
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we scientists use it as a buzz vX)rd to replace "scenario" which we have run 

into the ground. As I urrlerstand holism, the theory does not irerely state 

that synergism gives a total greater than the sum of the parts. It also 

oontends that a holistic canponent is identifiable in and of itself and 

should be the focus of the conceptual notions. The statisticians did rrore 

when they decided to look at the error tenn for what it was than they did 

when they handled it as a nuisance. Possibly we have another handle for big 

problems. Thrust of the \\Drld m:xlelling effort is certainly. not in our 

professional hands. If we we are to do much alxmt that, we have much v;ork 
3/ 

ahead of us. -

Research on institutions and their place in develoµnent was much ..... ·_.:,;._'.·.-· ·. · ... ~ -~- .. :·•· ·:,:.•·••,··: .. _:.._.--...· .. ·.·· ... _·,•~/.·· .... .: . . ·._,·<· 

discussed in the WFNS. The need for such research is drarratized by a crucial 

decision in ~ i'JFNS. We concltrle::1 that our current knowldege w-ci.s inadequate 

to design a food and nutrition institutional arrangement that v;ould assure a 

high priority research agenda. So we were forced prfuiarily to tackle the 

agenda itself. Sorre think that our approach was frivolous, but we considered 
4/ 

it our best alternative.- A growing J:x:x:iy of literature on institutional 

analysis has evolved. But, we do not have a solid social science institutional 
5/ 

research thrust, and a dire need for it exists.-

Fann management may be in for rebirth. Many questions asked in the 

WF'NS had to do with sare of the simple concepts of farm ma.nagano.J1.t and ·where 

fa.nu management fits in ~ total developrent process. A serious adaptation 

will be needed to .improve our knowledge a.l:xmt economies of scale, especially 

for the small farm in the myriad of settings in which it is found ¼Drldwide. 

The vJFNS makes a strong assumption, along with many other studies, that we 

must get \\Drld production up substantially through srraller fa.nus. It may be 

...... _ 
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sacrilegious, but I hold that social scientists have a significant responsibility 

to test that hypothesis. We have sare good ~rk going at Purdue and elswhere, 

but so much deperrls on the outcare of that test that the ~rk should be 

strengthened. The arphasis on small fann developrent in the centrally 

oountries is a special problan of note (Lazar, 1977). Ho:pefully the fann 

research can be coordinated with needed research on household econanies. 

Technology diffusion research has had sane inputs fran this profession, 

but nostly it has been done by sociologists. Also, my impression is that the 

arrount going on currently is nani.nal. Protably the nost asked question in 

the WFNS was whether or not social scientists could explain why we were not 

getting nore adoption of science and technology findiIJ.gs. Sane in-house 

assessment of the value of social science research generally might be quite 

imp:>rtant, and cathartic. 

Marketing and business rranagement research will be neede:1 for improve::! 

~rld food and nutrition. Protably it is already overdue. The research in 

this area relevant to developing country problems was not impressive. 

Michigan State and Harvard ~rk is encouraging, but inadequate. The private 

sector ~rk gave sigr.s of declining ara it is too sketchy to be a rrajor 

factor. Research on the role of the market as a link between camiercial 

systems and agrarian developrent is reccmrende:1. 

The poverty problem, as viewed by rrany including the Steering 

Corrmittee of the WFNS, is nearly an identity with the \..-orld food and 

nutrition problem. Problems of the poor are obviously intertwine:1 with the 

problems of hunger. Will social scientists do much about this problem? OUr 

track record on poverty :b.as been miserable in our ·own cou.11t..ry and in our 
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profession. We should make a decision· as to whether we want to gear up for 

this one worldwide. If we do not register a disclainer we will be held 

responsible for research in the area. 

IN COOCLUSION 

The WFNS adds support to a strong public and scientific expectation 

for social science research. Agricultural econanics can lead the way for 

this research on world food and nutrition problems. Tre profession has the 

potential, especially in its own scientific personnel and in external support. 

Ironically, the biggest problems of the profession currently are in applying 

its own expertise in better managing its own profession. But doctor's wives die 

young,_ and psychiatri~t'skids ar~ of~ truants-or delin;{uents! 

-·- ~ --~ .... -:•:~.:-., ;•,•, ,.--:_••_I,•··.·•••:, 



I especially w::>uld like to acknowledge the ideas and support fran colleagues 

on the staff an:i study teams of the WFNS. Charles E. Hanrahan and ~ N. 

Castle gave helpful reviews of an early draft of this paper. Yet, in no way 

does this paper purport to represent them or the firrlings of the WFNS per se. 

!/ Arrong the job specifications assigned me in the W.E'NS was staff responsibility 

for the economic input. This acknowledgrrent should make clear the ultimate 

responsibility for any concerns al:x:>Ut such input. 

y This overstateirent, of course, is unfair to many fine papers given at this 

meeting in prior years, especially the papers by Farrell, Soth Schuh, 

_Barkley and Warley in .1976. (AJEA, December 1976) .• ·: . . · · ... · ... 
. ·.. •,. ·. . . . . ·. . . . ' . : . ·. .- . . . . . . : ... - . . . . ·. . ·: · ... _: ... •. ·: ~ ... ;.. . . ·.. . ... , . . ~ .... : ·: ; ....... •· .. :- . \ : · ..... ,..: ... •' 

.Y At !e~st one recen:t .~ysis hqlds that we should be_ rrore involyed in 

the world rrodelling effort as it is nCM evolving, such as at the 

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Austria. 
. . . . ... , 

y We did make important organizational recam:nendations in the WF'NS, but at 

best we canpranised ana. worked on roth organizational and subject matter 

priorities. I have elected specifically to avoid discussion of the organi

zational recomnendations. (I am pleased that they are discussed elsewhere 

in this meeting.) Another proposal was that we wait and have the 

social scientists make the priority assessment, but we th::>ught urgency 

foreclosed that possibility. 

,Y See the forthcoming report-~f Study Te~ 7·of the WFNS where one classifica-

tion for institutional research is proposed. 

.• •• t .•• ~. •• : • ~ •• -: _. ;-. : ·::· ... _..... . ,. -~ . . :·.: ·.: .. : .• •." ;..• '::.~ .-. i..• -: 
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